My Classroom, My School

KK share some learning from their classroom and their school...

by KK

Latoya learnt how to milk a cow on our excursion to the farm.

Moana and Elijah enjoyed the tractor ride with their friend Dionte from KN.

We smelt mint in the vegie garden – it was just like what our toothpaste smells like!

Izaiah used blocks to make steps, ramps, tunnels and bridges for the chicks’ playground.

Latoya used clay to make a special box for all of her special treasures.

We used our knowledge of 3D shapes to build a playground for the chicks.

Mia’s favourite chick was a yellow one. She loved holding it because it felt soft and fluffy.

We all loved looking after and holding our chicks. Here is Arii with her favourite chick – a black one.